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We thank you for your support and wish you all the best in 2013.  

Cheers!

Andrea, Bill, and the ThinkFun Team

Our games support a range 
of thinking skills, including:

•  laser Maze – a unique logic game that challenges players to aim, split, and 
reflect laser beams to hit targets.

•  Hello Sunshine! – a new game for toddlers perfectly positioned  
to follow the success of our much-loved Roll & Play.

•  WordaRound – a fast-paced word-racing party game, packaged  
in a portable storage box and priced right for an impulse purchase.

•  Swish Jr. – a transparent card game that brings the fun of award-winning  
Swish to younger players.  

•  a focus on the classroom, using Zingo! Sight Words, Spanish-English 
Zingo! and ShapeOmetry to spark student progress in reading, language skills, and 
math. There’s also the Math Dice Tournament Kit – all a teacher needs to create a 
fun competition using our “fast, fun game of mental math.” 

It’s time to ThinkFun in 2013!
New games, new strategies, new markets – here at ThinkFun, we couldn’t be more 
excited to share what we have available for 2013!  As the world leader in “addictively 
fun games that sharpen your mind,” we’re passionate about the power of play and 
committed to helping you exceed your customers’ expectations.  Our 2013 line up  
is better than ever, with innovation a priority, attention to important audiences,  
and as always, games to make you think as they make you smile.
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Logic Games
Fun ways to challenge your thinking

Brainteasers
Diabolical ways to twist your mind

Family Games
Get everyone in on the fun

Junior Games
Start young minds off right

Education Games
ThinkFun for the classroom

Merchandising
Best ways to display and sell  
ThinkFun products

It’s time to 
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It’s time to Table of Contents

This year:

• Problem Solving

• Reasoning

• Visual/Spatial

• Math

• Speech & language

• Focus & attention

• Memory

Visit the thinkFun Partner Site for a list 
of games and the specific skills they 
strengthen.

NEW!

NEW!

The ThinkFun Partner Site has the latest information  
for all your retail needs.

www.ThinkFun.com/Partners
USERNAME:  thinkfunus
PASSWORD:  RushHour1
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1. Select a challenge and set up  
the game grid to match.

2. Determine where to add the 
indicated tokens to the grid.

3. Position the tokens so that the 
laser hits the indicated number  

of targets and you win!

How to Play:
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LASER MAZE
™

1

Includes
• Game Grid

•  60 Challenge Cards from  
Beginner to Expert

•  11 Game Tokens  
(1 Laser, 2 Beam-Splitters,  
1 Cell Blocker, 1 Mirror,  
5 Target/Mirrors and 1 Checkpoint)

Why to Buy
•  Laser beam adds high tech fun  

and variety!

• A solo game of laser tag.

•  Builds sequential reasoning and 
planning skills.

Order Info
Item #1004
Unit Cost: $15.00
UPC: 0 19275 01004 1
Size: 10.75L x 2.5W x 9.375H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Laser Maze™

Beam-Bending logic game
Lights and mirrors may make it feel like magic, but it’s really science and  
a good dose of brain power that’s needed to direct the laser beam through 
this series of mind challenging mazes. Get ready for a satisfying mental 
workout as you flex your strategic thinking muscles and ignite the light  
both on the grid and in your mind!

Ages 8 to adult

NEW!

Awards Order Info
Item #1530
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 01530 5
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12 

Why to Buy
• Sudoku-style play pattern.

• Strengthens deductive reasoning.

•  Fun chocolate theme appeals  
to all ages.

Includes
•  Chocolate Tray

•  40 ALL NEW Challenges 
from Beginner to Expert 

•  9 Chocolate Pieces 

•  18 Shape and Color Place Holders 

• Game-Go Bag

Chocolate Fix® 

Sweet game of Deductive Reasoning
Using the clues, fill the tray with all nine chocolate pieces in their 
correct positions. Similar to Sudoku, you must examine all clues on the 
challenge card before making a move. You will feel your confidence build 
as you narrow the possibilities to complete each challenge. 

Ages 8 to adult

Awards Why to Buy

• Chocolate Tray

• 40 ALL NEW Challenges
from Beginner to Expert 

• 9 Chocolate Pieces 

• 18 Shape and Color Place Holders 

• Game-Go Bag

Chocolate Fix® 

Sweet game of Deductive Reasoning
Using the clues, fill the tray with all nine chocolate pieces in their 
correct positions. Similar to Sudoku, you must examine all clues on the 
challenge card before making a move. You will feel your confidence build 
as you narrow the possibilities to complete each challenge. 

get the app! 

Why to Buy
•  Introduces chess rules  

to new players.

• Challenges serious chess experts.

• Strengthens logical reasoning.

Includes
•  Chess Board with Storage  

for Chess Pieces

•  60 Challenges from  
Beginner to Expert

• 10 Chess Pieces

Awards Order Info
Item #3400
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 03400 9
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy

• Chess Board with Storage 
for Chess Pieces

• 60 Challenges from 
Beginner to Expert

• 10 Chess Pieces

Awards

Solitaire Chess® 
a Strategic twist on a timeless Classic
You don’t have to know chess to become a master of this addictive logic 
game! The rules in Solitaire Chess are simple - first set up the chess 
pieces on the board according to one of the 60 challenges, then proceed 
to capture and eliminate all but one piece using only moves allowed 
in traditional chess. You must capture a piece with every move, so this 
game is fast-paced and always exciting!

Ages 8 to adult

Convenient Storage Dra
wer

!

Convenient Storage Dra
wer

!

get the app! 

How to Play

Logic Gam
es

How to Play:

LASER MAZE
™

Laser Maze™

Beam-Bending logic game
Lights and mirrors may make it feel like magic, but it’s really science and 
a good dose of brain power that’s needed to direct the laser beam through 
this series of mind challenging mazes. Get ready for a satisfying mental 
workout as you flex your strategic thinking muscles and ignite the light 
both on the grid and in your mind!

Ages 8 to adult

NEW!

BATTERiES iNCLUDED

CAUTION
LASER RADIATION

DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM

1mW MAX OUPUT at 635-670 nm

CLASS II LASER PRODUCT

How to Play
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Awards Order Info
Item #5000
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 05000 9
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Includes
•  Traffic Grid with Card Storage

•  40 ALL NEW Challenge Cards from 
Beginner to Expert 

• 15 Blocking Cars and Trucks

• Red Escape Car

• Game-Go Bag

Rush Hour® 

Now with 40 New Challenges!
Voted one of Parents’ Choice Best 25 Toys of 25 Years! Set up the traffic 
challenge and battle the gridlock as you slide the blocking vehicles out of 
your way to find a path for your red car to exit! This game features four 
levels of difficulty, allowing players to progress at their own pace. With 40 
all-new challenges, it’s even more bumper-to-bumper fun for all ages!

Ages 8 to adult   

Logic Gam
es

Awards

Rush Hour
Now with 40 New Challenges!
Voted one of Parents’ Choice Best 25 Toys of 25 Years! Set up the traffic 
challenge and battle the gridlock as you slide the blocking vehicles out of 
your way to find a path for your red car to exit! This game features four 
levels of difficulty, allowing players to progress at their own pace. With 40 
all-new challenges, it’s even more bumper-to-bumper fun for all ages!

get the app! 

Check out the

version too!

PAge 29

Why to Buy
•  ThinkFun’s top-selling logic game.

•  Sharpens sequential reasoning  
and planning skills.

•  An addictively fun challenge  
that exercises your brain.

Rush Hour® Deluxe Edition
take gridlock to the Next level
This deluxe version of our award-winning game is the perfect gift for the 
Rush Hour fanatic! Set up your game board according to the challenge 
card, then steer your snazzy metallic red car through traffic and out of 
the exit. With 60 challenges and five levels of play, this is the ideal gift for 
any serious puzzler!

Ages 8 to adult

Safari Rush Hour®

Zebras, lions, and Rhinos, oh My!
Feel the rumble of the herd in this exciting safari adventure! Set up the game 
grid according to the challenge card, then maneuver your Escape Rover through 
a safari of wild animals. Rush Hour fans will love the new challenge of the larger 
7 x 7 game grid and the Escape Rover that moves in all directions!

Ages 8 to adult

Rush Hour® 2, 3, 4 
Even More traffic Jam Challenges!

Add-On Game Packs with 40 additional challenges for original  
Rush Hour. Each pack includes a new escape vehicle. 

Ages 8 to adult 

Order Info
Item #5050
Unit Cost: $12.50
UPC: 0 19275 05050 4
Size: 10.75L x 2.5W x 9.375H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Order Info
Item #4100
Unit Cost: $12.50
UPC: 0 19275 04100 7
Size: 8.875L x 3.25W x 10.5H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Enhanced version of ThinkFun’s 

best-selling Rush Hour game.

•  Expanded challenge pack features 
5 levels of play, extending up to 
Grand Master.

Why to Buy
•  Unique game play expands on  

original Rush Hour, with a larger 
board and new moves.

•  Escape vehicle now moves in 2 
directions, adding a fun new twist 
to game challenges.

•  Builds sequential reasoning  
and planning skills.

Includes
•  Game Grid

•  60 Challenge Cards from Beginner 
to Grand Master

•  15 Metallic Cars and Trucks 

• 1 Red Escape Car

AwardsIncludes
•  Game Grid

•  40 Challenge Cards  
from Beginner to Expert

•  18 Safari Game Pieces

• Safari Escape Rover

• Game-Go Bag

POP Display Assortment
Item #5036
Unit Cost: $54.00
POP Size: 
12.125L x 6.125W x 7.625H
Comes with 18 units, 6 of each style

Rush Hour 2 – Sports Car
Item #5010
Unit Cost: $3.00
UPC: 0 19275 05010 8
Size: 3.75L x .5W x 7.5H 
Case Pack Qty: 12

Rush Hour 3 – Limousine
Item #5020
Unit Cost: $3.00
UPC: 0 19275 05020 7
Size: 3.75L x .75W x 7.5H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Rush Hour 4 – Taxi
Item #5030
Unit Cost: $3.00
UPC: 0 19275 05030 6
Size: 3.75L x 1W x 7.5H 
Case Pack Qty: 12

Safari Rush Hour
Zebras, lions, and Rhinos, 
Feel the rumble of the herd in this exciting safari adventure! Set up the game 
grid according to the challenge card, then maneuver your Escape Rover through 
a safari of wild animals. Rush Hour fans will love the new challenge of the larger 
7 x 7 game grid and the Escape Rover that moves in all directions!

Why to BuyAwardsIncludes

Rush Hour
take take t gridlock to the Next 
This deluxe version of our award-winning game is the perfect gift for the 
Rush Hour fanatic! Set up your game board according to the challenge 
card, then steer your snazzy metallic red car through traffic and out of 
the exit. With 60 challenges and five levels of play, this is the ideal gift for 
any serious puzzler!

Why to Buy
• Enhanced version of ThinkFun’s 

best-selling Rush Hour game.

• Expanded challenge pack features 
5 levels of play, extending up to 

Includes
• Game Grid

• 60 Challenge Cards from Beginner 
to Grand Master

15 Metallic Cars and Trucks 

How to Play
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Includes
• Game Grid

•  40 Challenge Cards from  
Beginner to Expert

• 4 Color Tokens

• 4 Gray Tokens

•  10 Turnstiles 

• Game-Go Bag 

Why to Buy
•  Moving turnstiles add variety  

and tactile fun.

•  This constantly changing maze 
keeps brains engaged through  
all 40 challenges.

•  A great exercise in spatial and 
sequential logic.

Order Info
Item #1003
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 01003 4
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

River Crossing®

a Perilous Plank logic game
Your goal is to move the hiker across the river from one bank to the 
other. Create a path by moving the planks from stump to stump. With 
a refreshed game design and all new challenges, this best selling logic 
game is a fantastic way to practice sequential reasoning and exercise 
creative thinking. 

Ages 8 to adult

Includes
•  Game Grid

•  40 ALL NEW Challenge Cards  
from Beginner to Expert 

• Hiker 

• 20 Tree Stumps

• 6 Planks 

• Game-Go Bag

Why to Buy
•  Exercises planning and  

sequential reasoning.

•  Challenges encourage creative 
problem solving.

Awards
Awards

Order Info
Item #7020
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07020 5
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

River Crossing®

a Perilous Plank logic game
Your goal is to move the hiker across the river from one bank to the 
other. Create a path by moving the planks from stump to stump. With 
a refreshed game design and all new challenges, this best selling logic 
game is a fantastic way to practice sequential reasoning and exercise 
creative thinking. 

• Game Grid

• 40 ALL NEW Challenge Cards 
from Beginner to Expert 

• Hiker 

• 20 Tree Stumps

• 6 Planks 

• Game-Go Bag

Why to Buy
• Exercises planning and 

sequential reasoning.

• Challenges encourage creative 
problem solving.

Awards
Item #7020
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07020 5
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Includes
•  Game Grid with Base

•  40 Challenge Cards from  
Beginner to Expert 

•  2 Green Sliders, 4 Blue Sliders,  
6 Gray Square Blockers

• Game-Go Bag

Why to Buy
•  Exercise planning and  

sequential reasoning.

•  Hands-on tilting and sliding  
motion makes for great tactile fun!

Awards Order Info
Item #1001
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 01001 0
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to BuyAwards

Tilt®

gravity Fed logic Maze
in this dynamic logic maze, you have to get the green sliders to drop 
through the center exit hole in the grid without letting any of the blue 
sliders fall through. To make it trickier, each tilt of the grid must be a 
full tilt-so all circular tokens must slide completely from one side of the 
grid to the other. The 40 Tilt challenges are exceptionally clever, and the 
sliding action provides a unique hands-on play experience for all ages.

Ages 8 to adult

PathWords™

Where Word Search and logic Puzzles Meet
PathWords is the exciting game that combines the best of Tetris® and 
Word Search!  Place the puzzle pieces onto the selected challenge 
so the letters under each piece spell a word. Words are read forward 
or backward - letters will not be scrambled. With 40 challenges from 
beginner to expert, PathWords appeals to both word game lovers and 
puzzle game fanatics and will have you exercising your brain for hours!

Ages 12 to adult

Includes
•  Game Grid with Storage  

for Puzzle Pieces

•  Spiral-Bound Booklet  
with 40 Challenges  
from Beginner to Expert

• 8 Colored Puzzle Pieces

Why to Buy
•  ThinkFun’s first single player  

word game.

• Builds vocabulary skills.

•  Perfect for both puzzlers and  
word game lovers.

Awards Order Info
Item #3600
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 03600 3
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Check out the

version too!

PAge 28

Convenient Storage Drawer
!

onv rage Drawer
!

PathWords
Where Word Search and 
PathWords is the exciting game that combines the best of Tetris
Word Search!  Place the puzzle pieces onto the selected challenge 
so the letters under each piece spell a word. Words are read forward 
or backward - letters will not be scrambled. With 40 challenges from 
beginner to expert, PathWords appeals to both word game lovers and 
puzzle game fanatics and will have you exercising your brain for hours!

Why to Buy
ThinkFun’s first single player 

Awards

Check out the

version too!

PAge 28

CoCo

Includes
• Game Grid

40 Challenge Cards from 

Why to Buy
• Moving turnstiles add variety 

and tactile fun.

Awards

Turnstile™

Revolving logic Maze
Take your brain for a spin as you navigate  through this logic maze. The 
goal is to move the colored tokens through the maze to their respective 
corners. To do this, you must pass through turnstiles, shifting walls to 
form new pathways… and new barriers!  Clever challenges exercise your 
strategic thinking muscles, as one turn may lead to victory or may leave you 
stranded. A great addition to our “ignite Your Mind” logic puzzle series.

Ages 8 to adult

How to Play How to Play

How to Play
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Square By Square®

Choose a challenge card, then 
use 14 puzzle pieces to build 
the image shown within the 
frame. With 60 challenges, 
Square By Square is an excellent 
game for learning about spatial 
relationships and exercising 
pattern matching skills.

Ages 8 to adult

Brick By Brick®

Brick By Brick challenges you to 
build a symmetrical brick wall 
by assembling five puzzle pieces 
that match the image on one of 
60 challenge cards. Introduced 
in 1990, Brick By Brick is a 
fantastic spatial challenge that  
is still going strong!

Ages 8 to adult

Block By Block®

Block By Block expands your 
spatial problem-solving skills as 
you combine seven puzzle pieces 
to construct three-dimensional 
structures depicted on the 60 
challenge cards. The puzzle 
pieces are the same as the 
famous Soma Cube of the 1970s. 
This spatial puzzle is tough — 
and very fun!

Ages 8 to adult

Shape By Shape®

Shape By Shape is an advanced 
Tangram-style game, made more 
difficult because you also fill in 
the frame around each shape 
you make. With 60 challenges, 
Shape By Shape is a great 
exercise in conceptual thinking 
and spatial relationships.

Ages 8 to adult

•  Game Grid with Card Storage

•  60 Challenge Cards 

• 14 Puzzle Pieces

• Game-Go Bag

•  60 Challenge Cards

• 5 Puzzle Pieces 

• Game-Go Bag

•  60 Challenge Cards 

•  7 Puzzle Pieces

• Game-Go Bag

•  Game Grid with Card Storage

•  60 Challenge Cards 

• 14 Puzzle Pieces

• Game-Go Bag 

Includes

Order Info

Why to Buy

Item #5941
Unit Cost: $7.50
UPC: 0 19275 05941 5
Size: 5.25L x 1.75W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Item #5931
Unit Cost: $7.50
UPC: 0 19275 05931 6
Size: 5.25L x 1.75W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Item #5901
Unit Cost: $7.50
UPC: 0 19275 05901 9
Size: 5.25L x 1.75W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

• Sharpens visualization skills.

•  Great games to encourage  
spatial reasoning.

Item #5951
Unit Cost: $7.50
UPC: 0 19275 05951 4
Size: 5.25L x 1.75W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Includes
•  Game Grid with Storage

•  40 Challenge Cards  
from Beginner to Expert 

• 1 Red Frog

• 11 Green Frogs

Order Info
Item #6701
Unit Cost: $7.50
UPC: 0 19275 06701 4
Size: 5.25L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
• Strengthens sequential reasoning.

•  Entirely self-contained for easy  
storage and travel.

Why to Buy
• Strengthens sequential reasoning.

Hoppers®

Peg Solitaire with a Hop
in this twist on the classic Peg Solitaire game, you leap one frog over 
another, removing frogs until only the red frog remains. Set up the 
board according to a challenge card, then use your thinking skills to 
find the right sequence to remove all the frogs except the red one. With 
its whimsical design and easy storage, Hoppers will keep children and 
adults endlessly entertained on long road trips or rainy days.

Ages 8 to adult

Convenient Storage D
ra

we
r!

Why to Buy
•  Builds planning and sequential 

reasoning skills.

• Fun tipping motion.

• Supports hands-on learning.

Includes
•  Game Grid

•  40 ALL NEW Challenge Cards  
from Beginner to Expert

•  Red Tipper Man 

•  17 Colored Crates

•  Game-Go Bag

Awards Order Info
Item #7070
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07070 0
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

TipOver®

Strategy in three Dimensions
Your goal is to get the red Tipper Man to the red crate. Set up your game 
board to match the challenge card and then decide which crates to tip 
over to create a connected path to the red crate. TipOver helps develop 
sequential reasoning skills as you learn to look ahead and plan your  
path to victory!

Ages 8 to adult    

Why to Buy

• Game Grid

• 40 ALL NEW Challenge Cards 
from Beginner to Expert

• 

• 17 Colored Crates

• Game-Go Bag

Awards

TipOver®

Strategy in three Dimensions
Your goal is to get the red Tipper Man to the red crate. Set up your game 
board to match the challenge card and then decide which crates to tip 
over to create a connected path to the red crate. TipOver helps develop 
sequential reasoning skills as you learn to look ahead and plan your 
path to victory!
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Fifteen Puzzle 
a Pocket-Sized Puzzle Classic
One of the world’s most recognized and popular brainteasers, the classic 
Fifteen Puzzle has been a favorite for generations. Players scramble the 
numbers, then attempt to slide them back in order from 1 to 15. The 
Fifteen Puzzle travels easily for an on-the-go challenge, and its retro 
design appeals to puzzlers of all ages!

Ages 14 to adult

Fifteen Puzzle 
a Pocket-Sized Puzzle Classic
One of the world’s most recognized and popular brainteasers, the classic 
Fifteen Puzzle has been a favorite for generations. Players scramble the 
numbers, then attempt to slide them back in order from 1 to 15. 
Fifteen Puzzle travels easily for an on-the-go challenge, and its retro 
design appeals to puzzlers of all ages!

Sold in POP 
case pack of 12

Order Info
Item #4900 
Unit Cost: $5.00 
UPC: 0 19275 04900 3 
Size: 5L x .75W x 5H 
Case Pack Qty: 12

Order Info
Item #5820
Unit Cost: $5.00
UPC: 0 19275 05820 3
Size: 8L x 1W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  A true classic and one of our  

top sellers!

• Fits in your pocket for fun on the go.

•  With 31 challenges the play  
never ends!

Why to Buy
• 16 challenges within 1 maze.

•  Path shifts and changes during  
play, keeping players engaged  
for hours of fun.

• Great travel game - no loose pieces!

Includes
• Metal Sliding Number Puzzle

• 31 Challenges 

• Leatherette Travel Case 

Includes
• 16 Maze Challenges

• 1 Hand-Held Maze with Stylus  

Order Info
Item #5820
Unit Cost: $5.00
UPC: 0 19275 05820 3

Why to Buy
• 16 challenges within 1 maze.

• Path shifts and changes during 
play, keeping players engaged 

Includes
• 16 Maze Challenges

• 1 Hand-Held Maze with Stylus  

Amaze™ 
16 Mazes, Right in Your Hand

A maze that changes every time you play!  Players must navigate through 
the maze with the attached stylus, pushing open movable gateways while 
avoiding traps and dead ends!  An innovative twist on a classic maze 
puzzle, Amaze’s diabolical shifting pathways change the solution path 
during play!  With 16 unique challenges and no pieces to lose, Amaze is 
the ideal travel game! 

Ages 8 to adult

Includes
• 8 Stenzzles Cards 

• Black Background Card

• Puzzle Stand

•  Booklet with 8 Challenges 

Why to Buy
•  Colorful layering challenges ignite 

the artistic part of your brain.

•  Exercises spatial reasoning.

•  Be creative – make your own  
colorful designs!

Order Info
Dogs
Item #4801
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC:  0 19275 04801 3
Size: 5L x 1W x 5H
Case Pack Qty: 8

sPoRTs
Item #4802
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC: 0 19275 04802 0
Size: 5L x 1W x 5H
Case Pack Qty: 8

TRoPiCAl 
Item #4803
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC: 0 19275 04803 7
Size: 5L x 1W x 5H
Case Pack Qty: 8

Stenzzles™

artistic layering Puzzle
This innovative puzzle challenges players to replicate a colorful image by layering the 8 Stenzzles cards together in the correct order and orientation. 
To play, select one of 8 challenges and flip, rotate and layer the cards until your stack exactly matches the challenge image. As stylish as it is clever, 
Stenzzles makes a great gift for adults and kids alike. Collect the family of Stenzzles styles! 

Ages 8 to adult

How to Play

includes Puzzle Stand  
to display your Stenzzles 
creation!

Sold in POP  
case packs 
of 8

How to Play:
Your goal:
Sort, flip, rotate and 
stack these 8 Stenzzles 
Cards to solve the 
challenges!

DOGS

SPORTS

TROPiCAL

Sample Challenge
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Includes
•  6 Colorful Interlocking  

Puzzle Pieces 

• Step-by-Step Solutions Book 

•  Easy-to-Follow Reassembly  
instructions 

Includes

Gordian’s Knot®

69 Steps to a Solution!
Gordian’s Knot is the world’s hardest take-a-part puzzle! Every move will enable one or more 
pieces to move easily, but finding the correct sequence of moves that will unlock the puzzle 
is no easy feat! Gordian’s Knot takes patience and determination, and players who persevere 
will celebrate their success once they unravel its mystery. if you like a serious puzzle 
challenge, Gordian’s Knot is for you!

Ages 14 to adult

Order Info
Item #6820 
Unit Cost: $6.00 
UPC: 0 19275 06820 2 
Size: 6.5L x 3.75W x 9.5H 
Case Pack Qty: 12

Order Info
Item #6550
Unit Cost: $7.50
UPC: 0 19275 06550 8
Size: 5.25L x 1.75W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Order Info
Item #5680
Unit Cost: $3.00
UPC: 0 19275 05680 3
Size: 4.5L x 2.25W x 4.5H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Exciting take-apart challenge for 

serious puzzlers.

•  Flexes sequential reasoning 
muscles.

Why to Buy
•  A complete workout for your brain, 

with challenges that build logic, 
memory, and spatial reasoning.

•  Perfect travel game for a brain  
challenge on the go.

Why to Buy
•  Keep players entertained for hours.

•  Sophisticated abstract design 
provides artistic appeal.

•  Fun to play on your own or with  
a friend.

Awards

Awards

Includes 
• 100 Puzzle Cards

• Engaging Illustrations

• Bonus Questions on Each Card

Includes 
• 64 Playing Tiles

• Endless Solutions

instructions 

Visual Brainstorms® 
More than 100 Ways to Stump Your Brain
100 zany brain-teasing challenges that will keep minds of all ages thinking “fun!” Visual puzzles, logic 
problems, mazes, math challenges, encoded messages, and more will test and amuse you for hours.  
Bonus Questions on every card offer a fun mental workout.

Ages 10 to adult

IZZI® 
the Puzzle with a Zillion Solutions
This puzzle consists of 64 square tiles, each printed with a black and white geometric pattern. Your goal is 
to assemble the tiles into an 8 by 8 square following the iZZi rule: in order to place two tiles adjacent to one 
another, their colored edges must match, Black touching only Black and White touching only White. 

Ages 8 to adult

UnHinged™

Unfold Your Brain
UnHinged is made up of 10 hexagons that hinge together in a diabolically 
puzzling manner. To play, flip and fold this unique manipulative puzzle 
to match one of 40 Puzzle Challenges. The tactile appeal of flipping and 
folding makes UnHinged easy to pick up – and almost impossible to put 
down! Great for puzzlers of all ages.

Ages 8 to adult

Includes
• Folding Hexagon Puzzle

•  Booklet with 40 Challenges  
from Beginner to Expert

Why to Buy
•  One brainteaser with 40 challenges!

•  Challenges from beginner to expert 
build confidence as you play.

•  The flip, fold and stack design 
provides endless fiddling fun!

Order Info
Item #6826
Unit Cost: $7.50
UPC: 0 19275 06826 4
Size: 6.5L x 3.75W x 9.5H
Case Pack Qty: 12

How to Play

Awards

UnHinged™

Unfold Your Brain
UnHinged is made up of 10 hexagons that hinge together in a diabolically 
puzzling manner. To play, flip and fold this unique manipulative puzzle 
to match one of 40 Puzzle Challenges. The tactile appeal of flipping and 
folding makes UnHinged easy to pick up – and almost impossible to put 
down! Great for puzzlers of all ages.

Ages 8 to adult

Includes Why to Buy Order Info

How to Play

Daily Puzzle™

arrange the 10 tiles to make each day!
Have a new puzzle each day with the Daily Puzzle! Flip, stack and rotate 
the 10 puzzle tiles to create today’s date. The top row of tiles creates the 
month and the bottom row creates the day. It’s 365 puzzles in one and 
works year after year!

Ages 8 to adult

Order Info
Item #6825
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC: 0 19275 06825 7
Size: 5L x 2.13W x 7.75H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
• 365 puzzles in one

• Works year after year

• Makes a great desktop accessory

Includes 
•  One Puzzle Tray

•   6 Double-sided Tiles for Month

•  4 Double-sided Tiles for Day
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Includes
• 100 Cards with 300 Words

• Travel-friendly Storage Box

Includes
• Two 12-Sided Target Dice 

• Three 6-Sided Scoring Dice 

• Game-Go Bag

Why to Buy
• Fast-paced fun for groups.

•  Builds vocabulary and improves 
concentration.

•  Compact storage box is perfect  
for travel!

Why to Buy
•  Fun way to improve advanced  

math skills.

•  Strengthens players’ understanding 
of exponents.

• Perfect for home or the classroom.

•  Easy storage for fun and learning 
on the go.

Order Info
Item #1513
Unit Cost: $6.50
UPC: 0 19275 01513 8
Size: 3.875L x 2W x 4.5H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Order Info
Item #1516
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC: 0 19275 01516 9
Size: 5L x 1.75W x 7H
Case Pack Qty: 12

WordARound™

Race to Unravel the Word
Who knew that positioning a word in one continuous ring would make it 
so tricky to read?  Be the first to decipher and shout out the word on each 
WordARound card, and you win that card.  Collect the most cards, and you 
win the game.  A fun, fast-paced card game that will be the life of any party!

Ages 10 to adult

Math Dice®  

Powers Practice Edition
advanced game of Mental Math
The world’s best math skills game now features exponents!  Math Dice 
Powers includes dice specially designed to encourage the use of exponents 
and build advanced mental math skills.  To play, roll the two 12-Sided Target 
Dice and calculate the Target Number by using the blue die as the base 
and the red die as the exponent.  Roll the three 6-Sided Scoring Dice and 
combine their numbers using mathematical operations to match, or come 
closest to, the Target Number.  Advanced equations come alive through the 
fun of Math Dice Powers!

Ages 10 to adult

How to Play:

How to Play:

NEW! NEW!

How to Play

How to Play

QUiCK!  
Be the first to  
read the word  
in the BLACK 
ring and win 
the card.

A
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U
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X

P
E

C

T

For the next card, players race to 
read the word in the indicated 
color ring. Collect the most cards 
 and you win!

Flip the card over to  
reveal the next  

color ring
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(3+4)2 =  49

72 =  49

2 3 4
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2.  Roll the three 6-Sided Scoring Dice. 3.  The winner is the first player 
to combine the three Scoring 
Dice in any way to match, or 
come closest to, the TARGET 
NUMBER.

1.  Roll the two 12-Sided Target Dice.   
Calculate the TARGET NUMBER by using the blue 
die as the base and the red die as the exponent.
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Distraction™

game of Memory and Hilarious Distractions
Strengthen your memory with this laugh-out-loud card game! Players 
take turns drawing number cards and remembering a growing sequence 
of digits. Draw a Distraction card and you must answer a quirky question 
before reciting the numbers in order! Get caught repeating the sequence 
incorrectly and collect the cards – the first player to run out of cards 
wins. Distraction is the perfect way for anyone young or old to improve 
memory through loads of laughter and fun.

Ages 8 to adult

Order Info
Item #1514
Unit Cost: $6.50
UPC: 0 19275 01514 5
Size: 4.375L x 1.125W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Quirky questions keep the  

whole family engaged for laugh  
out loud fun!

•  Strengthens working memory  
and improves recall.

Includes
• Deck of 54 Round Number Cards 

•  Deck of 50 Rectangular  
Distraction Cards with  
100 Distraction Questions 

Math Dice®

the Fast, Fun game of Mental Math

Math becomes more fun when you think on the fly! Roll the two 12-sided target dice and multiply them  
to get a target number. Roll the three scoring dice and combine these numbers using addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, or even powers to build an equation that is closest, or equal to, the target.  
This mental challenge helps players sharpen math skills by solving problems in a fun new way.

Ages 8 to adult

Includes
• 2 Target Dice

• 3 Scoring Dice

• Practice Tables

• Game-Go Bag 

Order Info
Item #1510
Unit Cost: $3.00
UPC: 0 19275 01510 7
Size: 3.75L x 1.5W x 6.75H 
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Ideal way to strengthen mental  

math skills through play!

•  Strengthens players’ understanding  
of multiplication, division and  
exponents.

• Perfect for home or the classroom.

Awards

(5 x 6) + 2 = 32

8 x 4 = 32

5 2 6

8 4
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Math Dice
the Fast, Fun game of Mental Math

Math becomes more fun when you think on the fly! Roll the two 12-sided target dice and multiply them 
to get a target number. Roll the three scoring dice and combine these numbers using addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, or even powers to build an equation that is closest, or equal to, the target. 
This mental challenge helps players sharpen math skills by solving problems in a fun new way.

Awards

8

12

3

1
1

8

9

TARTART ge

Check out the

version too!

PAge 28

Check out the

version too!

PAge 24

Distraction
game of Memory and Hilarious Distractions
Strengthen your memory with this laugh-out-loud card game! Players 
take turns drawing number cards and remembering a growing sequence 
of digits. Draw a Distraction card and you must answer a quirky question 
before reciting the numbers in order! Get caught repeating the sequence 
incorrectly and collect the cards – the first player to run out of cards 
wins. Distraction is the perfect way for anyone young or old to improve 
memory through loads of laughter and fun.

Why to Buy

• Perfect for home or the classroom.
PAge 28

What is a Swish?

Check out the

version too!

PAge 24

Swish™ 
thinkFun’s First transparent Card game 

Swish is a spatial card game that challenges you to be the first to make 
matches, or “Swishes.” Swishes are made by stacking as few as two or as 
many as 12 cards so that every ball swishes into a hoop of the same color. 
The player with the most matches at the end of the game wins. 

Ages 8 to adult

A Swish is created when you stack 
two or more cards together so that 

every ball swishes into a hoop of 
the same color.

Order Info
Item #1512
Unit Cost: $6.50
UPC: 0 19275 01512 1
Size: 4.375L x 1.125W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Strengthens spatial and visual 

skills.

•  Flexible game play challenges  
players of all ages and abilities.

• Great fast-paced fun for group play.

Includes
• 60 Transparent Swish Cards

• Game-Go Bag

Awards

How to Play

How to Play

Awards
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Smart Mouth® 
the Quick-thinking Shout It out Word game

It’s a race to make the best word in 60 seconds! With new rules and enhanced game-
play, this popular family game is better than ever! Roll the die to determine the word 
category. Slide the Letter Getter to reveal two letter tiles and, using those letters, shout 
out a word that fits the given category before the timer runs out. The player who calls 
out the first word and the player with the highest ranking word both collect a letter tile 
for the round. Once all tiles are gone, the player with the most tiles wins!

Ages 8 to adult

Mini Mouth™ 
the Fast-Paced Word Race

This take-anywhere word game will have you flexing your vocabulary 
muscles through fast-paced fun play!  Players draw 2 to 5 letters at a 
time, and the first to call out a word containing these letters wins the 
tiles! Simple, educational, and creative fun for players of all abilities… 
Mini Mouth is great brain-building play for kids and adults alike!

Ages 8 to adult

 P R O D U C T S
BEST VACATION

Order Info
Item #5530
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 05530 1
Size: 10.5L x 3.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Order Info
Item #5534
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC: 0 19275 05534 9
Size: 5L x 1.5W x 7H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Creative word play is fun for the 

whole family.

•  Fast-paced play builds spelling  
and vocabulary skills.

Why to Buy
•  Great travel design for fast-paced 

word play on the go.

•  Fun way to build vocabulary  
and improve spelling.

Awards

Awards

Includes
• Letter Getter

• 36 Green Letter Tiles

• 36 Yellow Letter Tiles

• Category Die

• 60-Second Game Timer

Includes
• 26 Letter Tiles (A to Z) 

• Game-Go Bag 
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Mini Mouth
the Fast-Paced Word Race

This take-anywhere word game will have you flexing your vocabulary 
muscles through fast-paced fun play!  Players draw 2 to 5 letters at a 
time, and the first to call out a word containing these letters wins the 
tiles! Simple, educational, and creative fun for players of all abilities… 
Mini Mouth is great brain-building play for kids and adults alike!

Why to Buy
• Great travel design for fast-paced 

Awards

Includes
• Tug-o’-War Scorekeeper

• 4 Ropes

• 4 Rings

• 30-Second Game Timer

•  40 Challenge Cards  
from Beginner to Expert

Order Info
Item #7090
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07090 8
Size: 5L x 5W x 8.75H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Why to Buy
•  Develops spatial and reasoning 

skills through hands-on play.

•  Teaches a wide variety  
of popular knots.

Why to Buy
• Develops spatial and reasoning 

skills through hands-on play.

• Teaches a wide variety 

Knot So Fast®

the Hands-on Knot tying Race game

Knot So Fast is a multi-player knot tying race game. Players earn points 
by being first to correctly tie the knot shown on each challenge card. 
The rules are simple, but a few clever twists even the playing field for 
beginners and experts to play together. Knot So Fast introduces a wide 
variety of knots, requiring players to think with their hands and exercise 
spatial skills. Great for scouts and sailors of all ages, and for anyone who 
enjoys a hands-on challenge! 

Ages 8 to adult

Yackety Smack!™

the Wacky Record-Your-own Sound Effects game —Featuring YoU!
La-la-laaa! Splat! Yackety Smack is the uproarious family game you customize by recording 
your own wacky sound effects! Players compete to spot the cards that match the goofy 
sounds they’ve recorded – spot a correct match, slap the Sound Smacker, and take a turn 
recording your unique contribution! Yackety Smack keeps you on your toes, encourages 
creativity, and is a knee-slapping party game for the whole family! 

Ages 6 and up

Order Info
Item #7780
Unit Cost: $9.00
UPC: 0 19275 07780 8
Size: 5.125L x 2.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Super cool recorder allows kids  

to create their own sound effects!

•  Inspires creativity, builds  
confidence, and improves reflexes.

•  Strengthens memory,  
concentration, speed, and  
sound-image matching.

Includes
•  Sound Smacker (voice recorder)

•  60 Yackety Smack Sound Cards  
(15 of each style)

Yackety Smack!™

the Wacky Record-Your-own Sound Effects game —Featuring Y
La-la-laaa! Splat! Yackety Smack is the uproarious family game you customize by recording 
your own wacky sound effects! Players compete to spot the cards that match the goofy 
sounds they’ve recorded – spot a correct match, slap the Sound Smacker, and take a turn 
recording your unique contribution! Yackety Smack keeps you on your toes, encourages 
creativity, and is a knee-slapping party game for the whole family! 

Item #7780
Unit Cost: $9.00
UPC: 0 19275 07780 8
Size: 5.125L x 2.5W x 10.25H

Why to Buy
• Super cool recorder allows kids 

to create their own sound effects!

• Inspires creativity, builds 
confidence, and improves reflexes.

Includes
• Sound Smacker (voice recorder)

• 60 Yackety Smack Sound Cards 
(15 of each style)

How to Play How to Play

BATTERiES iNCLUDED
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Order Info
Item #1820
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 01820 7
Size: 7.25L x 7W x 6.625H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Delightful game for toddlers and 

parents to play together.

•  Hide and seek game play appeals to 
younger players.

•  Helps build vocabulary and  
language skills.

•  Machine washable with self- 
contained storage. 

Includes
•  Plush Sunshine with Storage  

Pocket for Cards

•  18 Double-Sided Cards –  
36 Total Images

• Parent’s Guide

How to Play:

NEW!

NEXT to 
a chair

UNDER a table

1. Pick a card. 2. Hide Sunshine. 3. Have fun finding Sunshine 
together!

Roll & Play™

Your Child’s First game

Roll & Play is the first game ever designed specifically for toddlers!  
To play, simply toss the big plush cube and identify which colored side 
faces up. Choose a matching color card and perform the simple activity 
shown. “Make a happy face,” “Moo like a cow” the activities supported 
by Roll & Play are designed to help your child shine, supporting healthy 
development and celebrating success! Roll & Play is the ideal way to 
gently introduce play patterns and rules through a loving,  
joyful play experience! 

Ages 18 months and up

Order Info
Item #1800
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 01800 9
Size: 7.25L x 7W x 6.625H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Designed for parent and child to 

play together, strengthening bonds 
and building confidence.

•  Provides endless learning  
opportunities, including colors, 
numbers, and language skills.

•  Encourages creativity, active play 
and gross motor skills.

Includes
•  Large Plush Cube with Storage 

Pocket for Cards

• 48 Cards – 8 in Each Category

• Parent’s Guide

How to Play:

1. Roll the cube and 
identify the color.

2. Pick that color card. 3. Have fun acting it out together!

REDED
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Storage Pocket!

Roll & Play
Your Child’s First game

Roll & Play is the first game ever designed specifically for toddlers! 
To play, simply toss the big plush cube and identify which colored side 
faces up. Choose a matching color card and perform the simple activity 
shown. “Make a happy face,” “Moo like a cow” the activities supported 
by Roll & Play are designed to help your child shine, supporting healthy 
development and celebrating success! Roll & Play is the ideal way to 
gently introduce play patterns and rules through a loving, 
joyful play experience! 

Ages 18 months and up

How to Play:

How to Play
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How to Play

Hello Sunshine!™

Hide and Seek learning game

Hello Sunshine™ is a charmingly simple game that will have you and 
your child laughing and playing together!  Play hide and seek with 
Sunshine – a huggable plush toy – while teaching your child positional 
concepts such as in, On Top, Below, Next To, and more.  An adorable 
toddler learning game to follow the success of Roll & Play.

Ages 18 months and up

t Storage Poc

NEW!

How to Play

Hello Sunshine!
Hide and Seek learning game

Hello Sunshine™ is a charmingly simple game that will have you and 
your child laughing and playing together!  Play hide and seek with 
Sunshine – a huggable plush toy – while teaching your child positional 
concepts such as in, On Top, Below, Next To, and more.  An adorable 
toddler learning game to follow the success of Roll & Play.

Ages 18 months and up
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Swish™ Jr.
See It! Stack It! Card game

The wildly popular Swish™ game is now available for younger players!  
Players race to find “Swishes,” two or more cards layered so every 
shape fits into its matching outline.  Mentally flip, rotate, and stack the 
transparent cards to make as many Swishes as you can.  A fun game of 
visual perception the whole family will enjoy!

Ages 5 and up

Order Info
Item #1511
Unit Cost: $6.50
UPC: 0 19275 01511 4
Size: 4.375L x 1.125W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  All the fun of Swish in an  

age-appropriate challenge for  
younger kids.

•  Strengthens spatial, visual and 
matching skills.

•  Cool transparent cards and  
fast-paced game play make it  
fun for all ages!

Includes
• 42 Transparent Swish Jr. Cards 

• Game-Go Bag 

What is a Swish?

NEW!

How to Play

A Swish is made when two cards 
(or more) are stacked on top of 

each other so that the solid shapes 
fill in the matching shape and 

color outlines.

1.  Choose a Character Card and 
memorize its six features.

2.  Draw your character from memory 
using the images on the  
Features Board. 

3.  Score your opponent’s drawing  
according to the number of  
features drawn correctly.

Heads

Eyes

Ears

Noses

Mouths

Extras

1
2

3
4

5 6

Heads

Eyes

Ears

Noses

Mouths

Extras

1
2

3
4

5 6

Heads

Eyes

Ears

Noses

Mouths

Extras

1
2

3
4

5 6

Cartoon It!™

Memory game with an artistic twist!

Sharpen your memory and your drawing pencil as you play 
this fun, fast-paced memory game with an artistic twist!  
You have 30 seconds to memorize a cartoon character 
with six specific features shown on the Character Card. 
When time is up, all players draw their cartoon character 
from memory using hints from the Features Board. The 
player with the sharpest memory scores the most points 
to win, and you’ll have hilarious fun comparing your 
drawings!  Cartoon it! promotes drawing and memory 
skills and is perfect for the entire family. 

Ages 6 and up

How to Play:

Order Info
Item #8201
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC:  0 19275 08201 7
Size: 15.16L x 2.16W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Why to Buy
•  A fun learn-to-draw game  

for all ages.

•  Builds memory and recall.

•  Strengthens drawing skills and 
builds confidence.

Awards

Includes
•  1 Features Board

• 30-Second Game Timer

• 50 Character Cards

• 6 Pencils

•  1 Cartoon Drawing Pad  
with Drawing Sheets 

• Parent’s Guide

10 BEST
Creative Products

How to Play
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Awards

Awards

Includes
•  6 Double-Sided Zingo! Cards 

 with 2 Levels of Play

• 72 Double-Sided Tiles

•  Zingo! Zinger with Easy Cleanup!

• Parent’s Guide

Order Info
Item #7700
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07700 6
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Why to Buy
• ThinkFun’s top selling Jr. game.

•  Builds language and matching skills 
through fast paced play.

•  Unique Zinger device delights  
players of all ages.

Awards Why to Buy
• ThinkFun’s top selling Jr. game.

Zingo!®

Bingo with a Zing!
Nominated TOTY 2009 Best Toy of the Year! This innovative game 
encourages pre-readers and early readers alike to match the pictures and 
words on their challenge cards with the tiles revealed in the Zingo! Zinger 
device. The first player with a full card wins the game by yelling “Zingo!” Two 
levels of play, and several game variations keep the zaniness going for hours!

Ages 4 and up

easy  
Cleanup!
Reload slots  

& Double-sided  
tiles!

Includes
•  6 Double-Sided Zingo! Cards 

 with 2 Levels of Play

• 72 Double-Sided Tiles

•  Zingo! Zinger with Easy Cleanup!

• Learning Guide

Order Info
Item #7704
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07704 4
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Why to Buy
•  Helps early readers learn  

sight words.

• Makes learning fun!

•  Based off of ThinkFun’s top selling 
Jr. game.

Awards

Zingo!® Sight Words
teaches Words that are Essential to Reading
Learn sight words while playing the popular game of Zingo!  
Sight words are the most frequently used words in the English language and 
make up about 50-75% of all written material. Learning and mastering sight 
words is a key step in becoming a successful, fluent reader. The sight words 
used in this game have been specially selected by leading educators as the 
most fundamental for reading development.

grades Pre-K – 1 / Ages 4 and up

NEW!

• 

• 72 Double-Sided Tiles

• 

• Learning Guide

Item #7704
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07704 4

Why to Buy
• Helps early readers learn 

sight words.

• Makes learning fun!

Awards

Zingo!® Sight Words
teaches Words that are Essential to Readingteaches Words that are Essential to Readingt
Learn sight words while playing the popular game of Zingo! 
Sight words are the most frequently used words in the English language and 
make up about 50-75% of all written material. Learning and mastering sight 
words is a key step in becoming a successful, fluent reader. The sight words 
used in this game have been specially selected by leading educators as the 
most fundamental for reading development.

grades Pre-K – 1 / Ages 4 and up

Zingo!® 1-2-3
Number Bingo
Build your child’s reading and counting skills with Zingo! 1-2-3. Match 
numbered spaces on your challenge card with number tiles revealed 
by the Zingo! Zinger. The first player with a full card wins the game by 
yelling “Zingo!” Two levels of play focus on counting and addition. Zingo! 
1-2-3 builds early number sense skills in young players as they associate 
digits with images and text, and supports early math learning through 
counting and pattern recognition. This fast-paced game will have the 
whole family yelling “1-2-3 PLAY!”

Ages 4 and up

Order Info
Item #7703
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07703 7
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Why to Buy
•  Builds number sense and early  

addition skills through play.

•  Perfect math complement to the 
language based Zingo! game.

Includes
•  6 Double-Sided Zingo! Cards 

 with 2 Levels of Play

• 72 Double-Sided Tiles

•  Zingo! Zinger with Easy Cleanup!

• Parent’s Guide

Awards

Zingo!
Number Bingo
Build your child’s reading and counting skills with Zingo! 1-2-3. Match 
numbered spaces on your challenge card with number tiles revealed 
by the Zingo! Zinger. The first player with a full card wins the game by 
yelling “Zingo!” Two levels of play focus on counting and addition. Zingo! 
1-2-3 builds early number sense skills in young players as they associate 
digits with images and text, and supports early math learning through 
counting and pattern recognition. This fast-paced game will have the 
whole family yelling “1-2-3 PLAY!”

Ages 4 and up

• Builds number sense and early 
addition skills through play.

Zingo! Hebrew - English
Item #7701-IL
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07701 3
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Zingo! Spanish-English
Item #7701
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07701 3
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Zingo! French - English
Item #7701-WH
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07701 3
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Bilingual Zingo!® Games
Our award-winning Zingo! game is available in Spanish, French, and Hebrew! Cards and tiles feature images with 
English words on one side and images with Spanish, French, or Hebrew words on the other. This creative bilingual 
challenge is the perfect way for kids and adults to exercise language skills together!

Ages 4 and up

Zingo! Hebrew - EnglishZingo! Spanish-EnglishZingo! French - English
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For the Classroom 

2
0
1
3  P R O D U C T S

BEST VACATION

Awards

PathWords™ Jr.
the “tetris Meets Word Search” Puzzle for Young Players

This clever word search puzzle brings the fun of our popular PathWords 
game to younger players!  Players exercise verbal and spatial reasoning as 
they place Tetris-style puzzle pieces onto the challenge grid so the letters 
under each piece spell a word. PathWords Jr. engages young players and 
builds vocabulary skills with clever graphic hints and funny word play. An 
ideal game to instill a lifelong love of word puzzles and logic games.

Ages 6 and up

Order Info
Item #3640
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 03640 9
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Uses fun themes and word play  

to keep players engaged.

•  Builds vocabulary, spelling,  
and spatial reasoning. 

•  Perfect introduction to ThinkFun’s 
PathWords game.

Includes
•  Game Grid with Storage  

for Puzzle Pieces

•  Spiral-Bound Booklet with  
40 Challenges from Beginner  
to Expert

• 6 Colored Puzzle Pieces

Includes
• One 12-Sided Die

• Five 6-Sided Dice

• Scoring Track

• 6 Game Tokens

• Game-Go Bag

Order Info
Item #1515
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC: 0 19275 01515 2
Size: 5.125L x 1.75W x 7H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Perfect introduction to ThinkFun’s 

best selling Math Dice game.

•  Hands-on tool to build number 
sense and early math skills.

•  Great for the classroom,  
math clubs, and at home!

Awards

Math Dice® Jr.
Kid’s First Mental Math game

Math Dice Jr. is the perfect complement to ThinkFun’s ever-popular  
Math Dice! Roll the 12-sided Target Die to get your target number, then 
roll the five 6-sided Scoring Dice. Using addition and/or subtraction, 
combine the Scoring Dice to match the target number, moving one space 
on the Scoring Track for every Scoring Die used. The first player to reach 
the finish line wins! 

Ages 6 and up

Rush Hour® Jr.
traffic Jam Puzzle for Younger Players

Younger players can experience the fun and challenge of our award-
winning Rush Hour game in this exciting junior version! Set up your 
game grid according to the challenge card and steer your ice cream truck 
through a jumble of blocking cars, trucks, and buses to make your way to 
the exit. 40 age-appropriate challenge cards provide hours of fun while 
building logic and reasoning skills in young players.

Ages 6 and up

Includes
•  Traffic Grid

•  40 Challenge Cards  
from Beginner to Expert

•  15 Cars and Trucks 

•  Ice Cream Truck

• Game-Go Bag

Order Info
Item #5040
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 05040 5
Size: 8.875L x 2.5W x 8H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Perfect introduction to ThinkFun 

single player games.

•  Teaches logic and sequential 
reasoning.

•  Fun theme appeals to younger 
players.

Awards

Rush Hour
traffic Jam Puzzle for Younger Playerstraffic Jam Puzzle for Younger Playerst

Younger players can experience the fun and challenge of our award-
winning Rush Hour game in this exciting junior version! Set up your 
game grid according to the challenge card and steer your ice cream truck 
through a jumble of blocking cars, trucks, and buses to make your way to 
the exit. 40 age-appropriate challenge cards provide hours of fun while 
building logic and reasoning skills in young players.

Awards

Includes
• Letter Getter

• 72 Letter Tiles

•  36 Word Cards  
with Two Levels of Play

• Parent’s Guide

Order Info
Item #7760
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07760 0
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Why to Buy
• Strengthens word building skills.

•  Builds vocabulary and teaches  
spelling patterns.

•  Multiple play variations support 
learners of all abilities.

What’s GNU?™

Build Reading Skills, three letters at a time

A fun confidence-builder for early readers, What’s GNU? helps young 
players build their spelling skills and vocabularies. Slide the Letter Getter 
to reveal two letter tiles, then use the tiles to create three-letter words 
on the Word Cards. The player to build the most words wins! With more 
word options, red vowels, and two levels of play, What’s GNU? supports 
word building skills like never before!

Ages 5 and up

Awards

PathWords™ Jr.
the “tetris Meets Word Search” Puzzle for Young Playerstetris Meets Word Search” Puzzle for Young Playerst

This clever word search puzzle brings the fun of our popular PathWords 
game to younger players!  Players exercise verbal and spatial reasoning as 
they place Tetris-style puzzle pieces onto the challenge grid so the letters 
under each piece spell a word. PathWords Jr. engages young players and 
builds vocabulary skills with clever graphic hints and funny word play. An 
ideal game to instill a lifelong love of word puzzles and logic games.

Why to Buy
• Uses fun themes and word play 

math clubs, and at home!

Convenient Storage Drawer!

C
nvenient Stora r!

How to Play

How to Play

Why to BuyAwards

Math Dice® Jr.
Kid’s First Mental Math game

Math Dice Jr. is the perfect complement to ThinkFun’s ever-popular 
Math Dice! Roll the 12-sided Target Die to get your target number, then 
roll the five 6-sided Scoring Dice. Using addition and/or subtraction, 
combine the Scoring Dice to match the target number, moving one space 
on the Scoring Track for every Scoring Die used. The first player to reach 
the finish line wins! 
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Math Dice® Tournament Kit
Proven to Sharpen Math Skills

Get students excited about math by holding your very own Math Dice tournament with the game proven to sharpen math skills! The kit contains 
instructions and materials to hold a tournament with 12 to 18 students. Simple rules make it fun for all ages and all levels. Also includes additional 
Math Dice-themed games and training sheets.

grades 5 – 8 

Order Info
Item #1500
Unit Cost: $12.50
UPC: 0 19275 01500 8
Size: 11.75L x 2.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Why to Buy
•  Strengthens addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division skills.

• Teaches the rules of exponents.

•  Everything you need to create and 
run an activity for up to 18 students.

•  Fun competition motivates students 
to practice and sharpen math skills!

Includes
• 6 Math Dice Sets 

•  15 Blackline Masters (6 Station 
Assignment Sheets, 6 Printable 
Games, 1 Training Tables Sheet,  
1 Score Sheet, 1 Certificate) 

• 150 Game Chips 

• Learning Guide

NEW!S’Match!®

a Memory Matching game with a Spin

A new take on the classic memory game, S’Match! challenges young 
players to find matching pairs based on different attributes: color, 
number, or shape. Each player’s turn begins with a spin of the S’Match! 
Spinner, and the attribute on which it lands determines the type of match 
you search for. Pictures and words help pre-readers and early readers 
play together for hours of memory-building fun!

Ages 4 and up

Includes
• S’Match! Spinner

• 30 Picture Cards

• Parent’s Guide

Includes
• Four Games in One Gift Box

• Fun for Two or More Players

Order Info
Item #7912
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07912 3
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6

Order Info
Item #30080
Unit Cost: $6.00
UPC: 0 19275 30080 7
Size: 10L x .875 W x 4H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Strengthens memory, matching  

and early language skills.

•  S’Match spinner delights players  
of all ages!

Why to Buy
•  4 classic games that every family  

should have.

•  Nostalgic design appeals to players 
young and old.

Awards
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Four Children’s Card Games
For family game night or a long car trip, these classic card games are 
the cure for idle hands! A perfect antidote to the “i’ve got nothing to do 
blues,” these classic games from the 50s and 60s have been delighting 
children from one generation to the next. Faithfully reproduced with 
the whimsical illustrations many of us still remember, each game is a 
familiar choice for kids and parents to treasure for years!

Ages 4 and up

S’Match!®

a Memory Matching game with a Spin

A new take on the classic memory game, S’Match! challenges young 
players to find matching pairs based on different attributes: color, 
number, or shape. Each player’s turn begins with a spin of the S’Match! 
Spinner, and the attribute on which it lands determines the type of match 
you search for. Pictures and words help pre-readers and early readers 
play together for hours of memory-building fun!

• S’Match! Spinner

• 30 Picture Cards

• Parent’s Guide

Item #7912

Why to Buy
• Strengthens memory, matching 

Awards

Push  
to spin!
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Includes
• One 12-Sided Die

• Five 6-Sided Dice

• Scoring Track

• 6 Game Tokens

• Game-Go Bag

Order Info
Item #1515
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC: 0 19275 01515 2
Size: 5.125L x 1.75W x 7H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Perfect introduction to ThinkFun’s 

best selling Math Dice game.

•  Hands-on tool to build number 
sense and early math skills.

•  Great for the classroom,  
math clubs, and at home!

Awards

Math Dice® Jr.
Kid’s First Mental Math game

Math Dice Jr. is the perfect complement to ThinkFun’s ever-popular Math Dice! Roll the 12-sided Target Die to 
get your target number, then roll the five 6-sided Scoring Dice. Using addition and/or subtraction, combine the 
Scoring Dice to match the target number, moving one space on the Scoring Track for every Scoring Die used. 
The first player to reach the finish line wins! 

grade 1 and up

Math Dice®

the Fast, Fun game of Mental Math

Math becomes more fun when you think on the fly! Roll the two 12-sided target dice and multiply them to 
get a target number. Roll the three scoring dice and combine these numbers using addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, or even powers to build an equation that is closest, or equal to, the target. This mental 
challenge helps players sharpen math skills by solving problems in a fun new way.

grade 4 and up

Includes
• 2 Target Dice

• 3 Scoring Dice

• Practice Tables

• Game-Go Bag 

Order Info
Item #1510
Unit Cost: $3.00
UPC: 0 19275 01510 7
Size: 3.75L x 1.5W x 6.75H 
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
•  Ideal way to strengthen mental  

math skills through play!

•  Strengthens players’ understanding  
of multiplication, division and  
exponents.

• Perfect for home or the classroom.

Awards

Includes
• Two 12-Sided Target Dice 

• Three 6-Sided Scoring Dice 

• Game-Go Bag

Why to Buy
•  Fun way to improve advanced  

math skills.

•  Strengthens players’ understanding 
of exponents.

• Perfect for home or the classroom.

•  Easy storage for learning on the go.

Order Info
Item #1516
Unit Cost: $4.00
UPC: 0 19275 01516 9
Size: 5L x 1.75W x 7H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Math Dice® Powers
advanced game of Mental Math
The world’s best math skills game now features exponents!  Math Dice® Powers includes dice specially designed to 
encourage the use of exponents and build advanced mental math skills.  To play, roll the two 12-Sided Target Dice 
and calculate the Target Number by using the blue die as the base and the red die as the exponent.  Roll the three 
6-Sided Scoring Dice and combine their numbers using mathematical operations to match, or come closest to, the 
Target Number.  Advanced equations come alive through the fun of Math Dice Powers!

grade 5 and up

NEW! ShapeOmetry™ 

Supports Common Core Standards

ShapeOmetry is a fun way to develop spatial, abstract, and quantitative 
reasoning skills. To solve the puzzle challenges, stack green pieces on 
top of blue pieces, or vice versa, to create identical shapes. Through 
hands-on play, students build key skills, strategies and mathematical 
understandings, such as part-to-whole relationships.  Supports Common 
Core math standards.

grades 2 – 8 

Order Info
Item #5971
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 05971 2
Size: 8.25L x 2W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 12

Why to Buy
• Develops mathematical reasoning.

•  Promotes abstract and quantitative 
reasoning.

• Builds confidence and perseverance.

•  Strengthens early algebra and 
geometry skills.

Includes
• 10 Blue Puzzle Pieces 

• 10 Green Puzzle Pieces 

•  50 Ringed Challenge Cards 
with Solutions 

• Learning Guide 

• Game-Go Bag

How to Play:

NEW!

2.  Combine the pieces to form 
identical blue and green shapes  

1.  Select a challenge and gather the blue  
and green pieces pictured on the card.

3.  Place the green shape on top of 
the blue. if they match perfectly, 
YOU WiN!

BEGINNER 10
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Display Game Mat 
 Order Info

Item #0500
Unit Cost: $15.00
Size: 15L x 10.25W x 0.25H

How to Order:
Display games are available for 

every ThinkFun game.   
Contact your ThinkFun sales 

representative for details.
Contact your ThinkFun sales 

representative for details.

Display Games
People who play thinkFun games buy thinkFun games! 

Playing our award-winning games is the best way to understand exactly what makes them so addictively fun!  That is why we offer all of our games as 
in-store displays.  Let customers experience the hands-on fun of game play and enjoy the sales boost it brings!

Product Posters
Eye-catching new posters will boost awareness and sales of thinkFun games in your store!

Show Off Your Display Games In Style!
Shine a spotlight on your ThinkFun display games with our ThinkFun  
branded display mats.  These eye-catching mats offer the perfect  
stage to showcase any ThinkFun display game.  Made of rubber,  
they are durable and easy to clean, with a raised lip that keeps all  
of your playing pieces neatly contained!  

Order Info
Item #7704
Unit Cost: $10.00
UPC: 0 19275 07704 4
Size: 8.25L x 3.5W x 10.25H
Case Pack Qty: 6 

Why to Buy
•  Helps early readers learn  

sight words.

• Makes learning fun!

•  Based off of ThinkFun’s top selling 
Jr. game.

Zingo!® Sight Words
teaches Words that are Essential to Reading
Learn sight words while playing the popular game of Zingo!  
Sight words are the most frequently used words in the English language and 
make up about 50-75% of all written material. Learning and mastering sight 
words is a key step in becoming a successful, fluent reader. The sight words 
used in this game have been specially selected by leading educators as the 
most fundamental for reading development.

grades Pre-K – 1

NEW!

Order Info
Item #7704

Why to Buy
Helps early readers learn 

Zingo!® Sight Words
teaches Words that are Essential to Readingteaches Words that are Essential to Readingt
Learn sight words while playing the popular game of Zingo! 
Sight words are the most frequently used words in the English language and 
make up about 50-75% of all written material. Learning and mastering sight 
words is a key step in becoming a successful, fluent reader. The sight words 
used in this game have been specially selected by leading educators as the 
most fundamental for reading development.

grades Pre-K – 1

Includes
•  6 Double-Sided Zingo! Cards 

 with 2 Levels of Play

• 72 Double-Sided Tiles

•  Zingo! Zinger with Easy Cleanup!

• Learning Guide

Check out the complete Zingo! Line Up!
See pages 26-27 for product information

original 1-2-3 Sight Words Spanish-English French-English Hebrew-English

Awards
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Call your sales associate or view the  
latest offerings at:

www.ThinkFun.com/Partners
USERNAME:  thinkfunus
PASSWORD:  RushHour1

in the “Merchandising” Tab

A

ST

O
N

I S

HQUICK!
Read the 

word in the 
ring!

Get the

Hot new party game!
Hot new party game!

Get the

Hot new party game!

© 2013 ThinkFun Inc.Ages 10 to adult  •  2 or more players
Hot new party game!
Hot new party game!
Hot new party game!
Hot new party game!
Hot new party game!

© 2013 ThinkFun Inc.Ages 10 to adult  •  2 or more players

© 2013 ThinkFun Inc.

Hide-and-Seek Game

Your future
 is bright!

for Toddlers

Ages 18+ months
2 or more players

From the makers of Roll & Play – 
Your Child’s First Game

Giggle and laugh.Giggle and laugh.

Wave bye-bye!
Wave bye-bye!

ROAR like a lion.




